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Fleet One Americas Leisure Plan
Stay safe, stay connected with unlimited data
Crafted for seasonal yacht and boat owners cruising around the Americas coastal
regions, including the US, Caribbean and South America.
Losing signal and getting a slow data
connection can make trying to use your
mobile phone frustrating. Then there is the
risk of roaming on to another network and
coming home to the shock of a large bill.

Fleet One also provides vital assistance
with route planning and navigation through
weather and chart updates. What’s more,
it provides peace of mind knowing you can
connect to land anytime.

Satellite communications is now an
affordable option for checking in with the
office or letting the kids update social media
and talk to their friends while on board.
Experience fast and truly unlimited data, on
a seasonal subscription wherever you are
with Fleet One.

Safety services

Seasonal flexibility
The Fleet One Americas Leisure Plan has
been designed to provide the flexibility you
require at a price you can afford, with serives
suspension options for seasonal operations.
The compact antenna, which weighs
only 3.9kg, has been designed with small
motorboats and sailing yachts in mind, and
is quick and easy to install.

Staying connected
With Fleet One Coastal, you can use the
internet and make calls as if you were at
home. You can use the standard “plug and
play” Ethernet connection for your laptop,
or connect your smartphones and tablets
via an optional Wi-Fi router to access apps,
so you can keep up with the news and sports
results while you are away.

Fleet One supports Inmarsat’s free ‘505’
safety service, which in an emergency
directs a call straight through to a Maritime
Rescue Co-ordination Centre (MRCC) – no
matter how bad the weather conditions. So
you can set sail knowing that your life is in
safe hands.

Unrivalled reliability
You can depend on Inmarsat, whatever the
weather conditions. We provide the most
robust communications links, with average
network availability exceeding 99.9%, which
is greater than that of any mobile phone
provider.
The Fleet One terminal is specifically
designed for use within the maritime
environment. The terminal has been tested
and approved to Inmarsat’s exacting
standards.
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NEW

Equipment

Service
Antenna

Easy installation
Features

Diameter

27.6 cm

Data
Standard IP

Up to 100kbps

Height

29.2 cm

Voice

4kbps AMBE+2

Weight

3.9 kg

SMS

Standard 3G
(up to 160 characters)

The Fleet One terminal can be
quickly and easily installed and set
up on your boat.

Applications
Fleet One supports an extensive range of applications:

Free mobile app
Track your location relative to the
Fleet One data coverage regions
on your smartphone and tablet
devices.

Coverage
Fleet One Coastal is supported by Inmarsat’s global network coverage and capability,
ensuring you are never out of touch wherever you are.

Map-view showing data
coverage region and current
location
Audible and visible alerts when
inside, leaving, or outside the
data coverage region
Customisable settings for
triggering alerts
Available in 8 languages
The app is available on Google
Play and Apple App Store.

How to buy
In Home Region

Out of Home Region
(voice only)

Out of Home Region
(voice and data available - data is charged at a different rate)

This map depicts Inmarsat’s expectations of coverage, but does not represent a guarantee of service. The availability
of service at the edge of coverage areas fluctuates depending on various conditions.

The Fleet One Americas Leisure
Plan is available from Inmarsat
and our service providers around
the world. Visit our website to find
the right choice for you.

inmarsat.com/partners

Cost-effective
With Fleet One, you can have performance with flexibility at an affordable price with a choice
of airtime pricing to suit your needs. You don’t have to commit to a lengthy contract and you
can suspend use when the boat is winterised. Alternatively, competitive rates are available on a
prepaid voucher with no commitment required.

inmarsat.com/fleet-one
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